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ART LAB AT HOME!

THE FUTURE IN HAND(S)
This activity was developed by artist Gerald L. Leavell II.

By way of riddles and rhymes, explore our current moment and reimagine the future with your
family! During this activity, you’ll collect household objects and build a temporary family sculpture
to capture and reflect on for years to come.

MATERIALS

Household Objects

Flat surface to place
household objects on

Smartphone or digital camera
to photograph final artwork

DIRECTIONS
Work together to try and solve these riddles:

1. What is Black and White and Read all over?

2. What is always in front of you, but can’t
be seen?

A. An artwork

B. A family treasure

A. At-home
recycling machine

B. Time-travel portals

C. Music

D. Newspaper

C. The Future

D. Gold

3. It belongs to you, but other people use it more
than you do. What is it?

4. What is so fragile that saying its name
breaks it?

A. Clothes

B. Your name

A. Yosemite!

B. Mirror

C. Toys

D. Instruments

C. Silence

D. Crystal Lake

Compare your answers with the hidden correct answers. How did you do?
Riddle Answers: 1. D. Newspaper; 2. C. The Future; 3. B. Your name; 4. C. Silence

EXPLORE YOUR HOME
OR SURROUNDINGS
TO FIND OBJECTS THAT
REPRESENT EACH
RIDDLE ANSWER.
Discuss the significance of each
object. Here are some questions
to explore while searching:

A newspaper tells us what’s
going on in the world. What
object(s) around you represent
what’s happening in our world?
A book, a magazine, a painting?

What does the future look like to
you? What objects around you
represent the future you want to
see? A calendar, a clock, flower
seeds, a full cup of water?

What objects represent your
identity? A school picture,
something you made that you’re
proud of, a uniform with your
name on it?

What do you do to relax or feel
peaceful? What objects can
represent this feeling? A book, a
pillow, a favorite stuffed animal?

Once you have collected all your objects, arrange
them in an interesting way. Try stacking them in
a tower, or overlapping objects to hide secrets or
show their importance. What other interesting
ways can you showcase your objects? This action is
called making an assemblage, which is how some
contemporary artists create sculptures today.

Photograph your assemblage to keep and reflect
on in the future. Post it online to share with your
friends, family, and community.
Photo Tips:
–Find a flat, blank backdrop to place your arrangement in
front of.
–Use natural light or spotlights. Set up your light source
behind you.
–If using your phone, turn OFF the flash. Shoot in “auto.”
–Photograph your assemblage from a straightforward
perspective, then try photographing from above or below.
–Save your original photo and play around with editing
applications to achieve your desired results.

Gerald L. Leavell II, M.F.A. is a community artist and arts educator based in Dallas, TX and
Baltimore, MD. His practice is interdisciplinary in approach and often conceptual by nature.
As a studio artist, Leavell mostly enjoys collage and assemblage—experimenting with materials,
objects, and mediums to create...a “something.”

SHARE YOUR ARTWORK ON SOCIAL MEDIA WITH #ICAARTLAB OR EMAIL
US AT FAMILYPROGRAMS@ICABOSTON.ORG. WE CAN’T WAIT TO SEE
WHAT YOU CREATE FROM HOME!

